Regulated lithium plating and stripping by a nano-scale gradient inorganic–organic coating for stable lithium metal anodes†
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An intrinsic challenge of the Li metal anode (LMA) that hinders its application is the formation of an unstable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), which causes uncontrolled Li plating/stripping and deteriorates the cycling stability. While it is desirable to fabricate a robust artificial SEI to stabilize Li, it remains highly challenging to manipulate the composition of the protective film with high precision. Herein, we report a functional ‘gradient coating’ of mechanically enhanced hybrid inorganic–organic polyurea achieved by molecular layer deposition (MLD) for highly stable LMAs. The electrically insulating polymer on the coating surface can confine the electro-deposition of Li and tolerate the volume change due to its good flexibility, while the inner inorganic lithiophilic sites can effectively facilitate and regulate uniform Li nucleation and deposition. Owing to this elaborate interphase design, the protected Li can extend the cycling life significantly at a high current density of 6 mA cm$^{-2}$. Furthermore, as a proof of concept for application in Li metal batteries (LMBs), stable cycling for over 1500 hours in Li–O$_2$ batteries was achieved. This work demonstrates an innovative nano-scale protective film design for LMAs and creates new opportunities for the realization of high performance next-generation batteries.

Introduction

Lithium (Li) metal is a competitive candidate as an anode material for batteries to fulfill the ever-increasing demands of energy storage systems. It possesses several advantageous features, such as a high theoretical specific capacity (3861 mA h g$^{-1}$) and a low redox potential (−3.04 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode) which are required for next-generation high-energy-density batteries.1–5 Lithium metal batteries (LMBs), such as Li–O$_2$ and Li–S batteries, which utilize Li metal as the anode, are considered promising candidates and have gathered significant research interest.5–8 Nevertheless, the practical use of a Li metal

Broader context

The commercialization of Li-ion batteries (LIBs) has brought a revolutionary change to daily life. LIBs have been widely used in many applications, such as smart phones, laptops and electric vehicles. Nevertheless, the chemistry of LIBs has almost reached a bottleneck in terms of energy density. New types of batteries, such as solid-state LIBs, Li–S batteries, and Li–O$_2$ batteries, have aroused great interest due to their higher theoretical energy density. Li metal is believed to be a promising anode material for next-generation batteries owing to its high theoretical specific capacity (3861 mA h g$^{-1}$) and low electrochemical potential (~3.04 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode). However, an unstable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) causes serious issues, including poor cycling performance and safety concerns. Building an ideal SEI with excellent mechanical properties and electrochemical stability is crucial for Li metal, but the accurate control of composition and thickness remains challenging. In this work, a functional ‘gradient coating’ on Li by molecular layer deposition (MLD) is proposed. The polymer on the coating surface can confine the Li and tolerate the volume change, while the gradient inorganic sites can regulate uniform Li deposition. This work demonstrates a coating strategy for high performance Li metal anodes and provides deep insights into the interfacial chemistry.
Anode (LMA) in batteries is still hampered by serious fundamental challenges. One of the main issues is the uneven Li nucleation during electrochemical cycling that can lead to uncontrollable dendrite growth.9–11 The sharp dendrites can penetrate the separator and cause internal short circuits, leading to the cell failure and safety issues. Moreover, an unstable solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) is formed due to the side reactions between Li and the organic electrolyte, and the large volume change during Li plating/stripping results in SEI cracking and reformation.12–14 The continuous side reactions result in continuous consumption of the electrolyte, leading to low Coulombic efficiency (CE) and high overpotential.

To date, significant efforts have been made to suppress the dendrite growth and other issues related to LMAs. One strategy is the introduction of a three-dimensional (3D) intermediate layer to accommodate the volume change during the plating/stripping of Li. The high surface area of 3D structures such as Ni foam,15 Cu grids,16 and carbon fibres17,18 is found to reduce the current density and lower the chance of dendrite growth. However, the energy density of the battery is compromised due to the increase of weight, and side reactions between Li and electrolyte are still inevitable because of the high surface area. Another strategy for stabilizing the LMA is the modification of the SEI via electrolyte additives or surface coatings. Electrolyte modification has been reported to effectively stabilize the LMA in both carbonate-based and ether-based electrolytes.19–23 Through preferential side reactions between Li and electrolyte additives, highly stable SEI components, such as LiF, have been able to improve electrochemical performances. Surface coatings on Li, such as Li3PO4,24 Li3PS4,25 and LiPON,26 have been shown as protective layers with good stability to restrict unfavourable side reactions. To tune the composition of the artificial SEI, Zhang et al. reported a dual-layer coating with inorganic components (LiF and Li2CO3) on the bottom and organic components 0(ROCO2Li and ROLi) on the top.27 The porous organic layer can provide good Li-ion diffusion from the electrolyte and its flexibility helps relieve the volume change. Moreover, the inorganic layer can block the side reactions between Li and the electrolyte. However, accurate control over the composition and thickness of the artificial SEI is still highly challenging due to the limitation of coating techniques.

Recently, atomic layer deposition (ALD) and molecular layer deposition (MLD) for the treatment of Li have been demonstrated as powerful techniques for fabricating protective layers.28–32 Owing to the precise control over film thickness and composition, a robust artificial SEI can be designed and achieved with improved cycling stability and CE. Various kinds of ALD/MLD materials for Li with homogeneous coating compositions have been reported, but the design of a tuneable composition within an individual artificial SEI layer has rarely been studied. 3D frameworks have also gained massive research interest because they can utilize spatial dimension to build gradient compositions for the stabilization of the Li plating/stripping process.33–35 This concept allows for variation of the properties from the outer layer to the inner layer, such as lithiophilicity and electronic conductivity, which can help guide the Li plating/stripping process and prevent dendritic growth for stable cycling. Therefore, an ultra-thin functional gradient coating on Li will not only address the issue of dendritic Li formation, but also maintain the high energy density delivered by LMAs without introducing 3D frameworks. To the best of our knowledge, nano-scale functional coatings with gradient compositions have still not been reported due to the great challenge in their fabrication.

Herein, for the first time, we report a nanoscale inorganic–organic functional ‘gradient coating’ with a controllable gradient composition based on inorganic Zn components as a protective film for the Li metal anode by MLD. A small portion of Zn(II) in the bottom is reduced to metallic Zn, while the majority of Zn(II) is covalently bonded to the polymer. In our design, the outer layer of the coating is composed of an electronically insulating polymer to confine the electrodeposition of Li to beneath the surface, while the lithiophilic Zn sites are introduced into the inner layer to facilitate a uniform Li nucleation and further deposition (Fig. 1). Furthermore, the introduction of an inorganic Zn-crosslinker can improve the mechanical strength of the MLD coating to suppress the dendritic growth more effectively. As a result, LMA with this gradient coating can be cycled more than 3 times longer at a high current density of 6 mA cm−2. In addition, in the Li-Cu cells with this coating, a high CE of ~98% was achieved for 350 charge/discharge cycles. Moreover, as a demonstration, Li–O2 batteries using the protected Li have a stable cycling performance for 1500 hours without any sign of short-circuiting. This work highlights the importance of composition control on the protective film for Li metal and sheds new light on the realization of next-generation LMBs.

Results and discussion

The fabrication of a gradient coating is realized by a combination of MLD deposition of organic polyurea (PU) and inorganic–organic hybrid polyurea (HPU). Our group has previously reported MLD PU using ethylenediamine (ED) and 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate (PDIC) as precursors.30 The HPU coating in this work is achieved by introducing diethylzinc (DEZ) as the inorganic Zn component into PU coating during the MLD process. The mass
changes observed by the quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) in Fig. S1 (ESI†) demonstrate a whole MLD cycle for the film growth of HPU without any gradient, referred to as DEZ–ED–PDIC–ED, in which one DEZ pulse is introduced in a total of 4 pulses. The chemistry of a single MLD cycle of DEZ–ED–PDIC–ED is demonstrated in Fig. S2 (ESI†). DEZ is first pulsed onto the surface and reacts with the hydroxyl group, followed by a pulse of ED to chemically bond with the Zn center. In the next pulse, PDIC reacts with the $-\text{NH}_2$ group to form a urea bond, and finally ED is introduced again to form another urea bond by reacting with $-\text{NCO}$ in a full MLD cycle. Similarly, a low concentration Zn component in HPU is fabricated by introducing one DEZ pulse into a total of 8 pulses of PU coating. Manipulating the sequences of HPU, low concentration HPU, and PU can realize hybrid inorganic–organic coatings with a controllable gradient of Zn content. As there are 2 opposite gradient directions, to simplify the discussion, we define ‘gradient coating’ as the process in which HPU was deposited directly on Li and PU was deposited on the top, while we define ‘reversed gradient coating’ as a process for a reversed arrangement of HPU, low concentration HPU, and PU on Li one by one. In this context, 10 cycles of gradient HPU and reversed gradient HPU were deposited on Li metal and they were referred to as Li@Gr10 and Li@RGr10 respectively. For comparison, we also deposited 5 and 20 MLD cycles of gradient coating on Li (referred to as Li@Gr5 and Li@Gr20). To confirm the concentration of Zn in the HPU coating, Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) measurements were conducted for gradient, reverse gradient, and non-gradient coatings (Fig. S3, ESI†). The weight percentages of Zn were similar at ~5.2% for both gradient and reverse gradient HPU, and the percentage for non-gradient HPU was almost doubled due to the constant Zn concentration throughout the coating. The ICP results demonstrate the advantage of high precision compositional control for thin film design enabled via the MLD technique.

To verify the composition of the MLD gradient coatings on the Li surface, we conducted time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) for Li@Gr10 and Li@RGr10 (illustrated in Fig. 2a and b) and obtained depth profiles showing various secondary ions. As the sputter time increased,
the relative number of secondary ions from species deeper underneath the surface could be detected. The rate of sputtering to remove the surface species was ~0.2 nm s⁻¹, and thus we could directly link the depth with sputter time. To track the distribution of the inorganic component in the MLD coating, the sum of secondary ions which contain Zn was referred to as Zn species and analysed. They are Zn⁺, Zn₂⁺, ZnO⁻, ZnO₂⁻, and ZnNH₂⁺, which are generated from the interaction between primary ions and MLD coating. For Li@Gr10, the total amount of secondary ions from the Zn species is illustrated in Fig. 2c. Clearly, the Zn concentration increases with sputter time within the first ~40 s, revealing that the Zn species becomes more concentrated near the coating/Li interface. After 40 s, the Zn counts decrease to 0, indicating a boundary between the MLD coating and Li metal. The thickness of the gradient coating in Li@Gr10 is estimated to be ~8 nm by sputter time (40 s) multiplied by sputter rate (0.2 nm s⁻¹), and it should be noted that the thickness is only a rough estimate due to the inaccurate sputtering rate on the rough sample surface. In contrast, a reversed trend within a sputter time of ~40 s in Li@RGr10 was observed in Fig. 2d. Instead of the increasing trend observed in Li@Gr10, a decreasing trend of the Zn species in Li@RGr10 was obtained, and the boundary between MLD coating and Li metal was still detected after 40 s. Therefore, both 10 MLD cycles of gradient coating and reverse gradient coating exhibit nearly the same thickness of ~8 nm with an opposite gradient in the Zn species, as confirmed by TOF-SIMS, demonstrating that MLD is a powerful technique that can accurately manipulate the coating composition at the nanoscale. The tracking of Li⁻ secondary ions can provide the distribution of Li. The profile of Li for Li@Gr10 in Fig. 2e is in good agreement with our explanation from its corresponding Zn depth profile. The concentration of Li is low within the first 40 s of sputtering, followed by a sudden increase and levelling due to the emergence of bulk Li. The spectrum from Li@RGr10 in Fig. 2f demonstrates a similar trend to Li, indicating again that the thicknesses of the MLD gradient and reverse gradient coatings are equal. The 3D reconstruction of the depth profile in Fig. S4 (ESI†) clearly displays a gradient of Zn in Li@Gr10, a constant signal of CN⁻ from PU in the coating layer and a strong signal from Li⁻ under the gradient coating.

To understand the surface chemistry of the gradient coating, we have conducted X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on the Li@Gr10 coating layer (Fig. S5, ESI†). In the C 1s spectrum in Fig. 2g, C=C, C=C, and C-H bonds from the backbone of polymer chains, and C-N and C=O bonding from polyurea are confirmed, which agree well with our previous work on polyurea coating.30 Two forms of N are observed in the N 1s spectrum in Fig. 2h, consisting of N=C=O bonding in urea functional groups and minor N=C bonding associated with the end group of PDIC. Fig. 2i illustrates the Zn 2pₓ½ spectrum corresponding to the inorganic component in the gradient coating. Interestingly, the major portion of Zn in the polymer film has an oxidation state of +2, while there is also an obvious portion of Zn in the oxidation state of 0. We attribute this observation to the partial reduction of Zn species under the coating surface where Zn(n) was reduced upon contact with Li. It has been reported that the Zn species can serve as lithiophilic sites to facilitate the Li nucleation and further regulate the Li plating/stripping process.36,37

To assess the stability of Li metal anodes after MLD modification, symmetric cells were fabricated using Li (or MLD modified Li) as both the working and counter electrodes and Celgard 2400 as the separator. The carbonate type electrolyte consisting of 1 M LiPF₆ in 1:1 ethylene carbonate (EC)/diethyl carbonate (DEC)/dimethyl carbonate (DMC) was used as the electrolyte for all the symmetric cells. Under a high current density of 4 mA cm⁻² with a stripping/plating capacity of 2 mA h cm⁻², bare Li showed poor stability as indicated by the voltage polarization increasing to over 600 mV within 60 hours (Fig. 3a). This dramatic increase in the overpotential is related to an unstable interface that failed to suppress side reactions between electrolyte and Li. Compared with bare Li, it is evident that the MLD modified Li exhibits less polarization and prolonged cycling life, which can be attributed to the suppression of side-reactions between Li and the electrolyte, which is consistent with the findings of protective coatings for Li metal from other studies.5 However, a sudden drop in the overpotential still occurred in the Li that coated with 10 MLD cycles of PU (Li@P10) after 60 hours, which is indicative of short-circuiting due to the growth of dendrites that penetrate the separator. We observed improved performances in the hybrid inorganic–organic MLD coated Li from 10 cycles of non-gradient HPU coated Li (Li@NonG10), Li@RGr10 and Li@Gr10, as all of the symmetric cells using them can be cycled for more than 90 hours. The introduction of inorganic Zn components can facilitate a uniform Li ion flux and regulate the plating/stripping behaviour owing to the lithiophilic sites. Promisingly, among all 3 hybrid coatings, Li@Gr10 shows the most stable cycling performance for 180 hours and maintains a low overpotential below 250 mV throughout the testing. The detailed voltage–capacity profiles were plotted to identify the plating/stripping cycle in which short-circuiting happened for the first time (Fig. S6, ESI†). Compared to Li@Gr10, none of the other coatings can enable a stable cycling over 150 cycles. The superior stability is owing to the rational design of the gradient in PU coating. The electronically insulating PU present in the outer layer confines the Li deposition underneath the film, and the gradually increased content of lithiophilic Zn below facilitates the uniform Li deposition. The testing current density was further increased to 6 mA cm⁻² to evaluate the cycling performance under more harsh conditions (Fig. 3b). It is obvious that a shorter cycling life span was obtained due to the higher current density not only for bare Li, but also for MLD modified Li, including Li@P10, Li@NonG10, and Li@RGr10. In contrast, Li@Gr10 still maintains a stable cycling performance for the testing period with no fluctuation of the overpotential. It can keep a normal plating/stripping behavior for 200 cycles without any sign of short-circuiting, whereas other MLD coatings cannot extend the cycling life of Li metal to over 120 cycles (Fig. S7, ESI†). To evaluate the long-term cycling stability, Li@Gr10 was tested under a current density of
1 mA cm$^{-2}$ (Fig. 3c). For more than 2000 hours, the symmetric cell can be cycled with a low overpotential of less than 100 mV without any noticeable increase. Bare Li began to undergo sudden voltage drops in the 214th cycle, while Li@Gr10 still exhibited a relatively flat voltage–capacity curve even after 1700 cycles (Fig. S8, ESI†). After 3 plating/stripping cycles, we performed scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to understand the morphological change on the anode surface. We notice significant island-like deposition on bare Li, and there is still a large area of fresh Li without any electro-deposition (Fig. 3d). In the higher magnification image, large cracks on the SEI are present, which can be attributed to the large volume expansion (Fig. 3e). Promisingly, a smooth surface remains on Li@Gr10, as shown in Fig. 3f and g, indicating a regulated plating/stripping process under the gradient coating. Some wrinkling on the surface without noticeable cracks can be observed, which reveals that the inorganic–organic hybrid protective film can withstand the volume expansion during the electrochemical cycling owing to its good mechanical strength. We compared 3 different MLD cycles for gradient coating at a current density of 6 mA cm$^{-2}$ to optimize the coating thickness. As shown in Fig. S9 (ESI†), short-circuiting occurred after 95 hours for Li@Gr5, and the overpotential for Li@Gr20 increased rapidly to 900 mV at the ~100th hour. The optimum number of MLD cycles is 10 in this study, as Li@Gr10 exhibited the most stable performance in symmetric cells.

Synchrotron based X-ray computed tomography (CT) is utilized to investigate the microstructure evolution of Li metal after plating/stripping. As shown in Fig. 4a, the incident X-rays undergo partial attenuation when they are passed through the rotating sample cell and are then converted into images by the scintillator. As the attenuation coefficients are different for each phase, the structures of the electrodes can be visualized after reconstruction of the images.38 Compared to other ex situ characterization tools, this non-destructive technique has several unique advantages in the study of the Li metal anode. It enables a more reliable understanding of the evolution of electrode morphology because it does not require battery disassembly. Moreover, the image reconstruction technique was conducted for X-ray CT to provide a 3D illustration for a comprehensive study on the Li metal upon electrochemical cycling. In particular, the reacted Li, including the SEI layer and...
dead Li, can be detected from the phase contrast of materials, and thus some chemical information can also be collected in addition to the morphology. To enable the X-ray detection inside the batteries, X-ray transparent Swagelok cases were used to assemble Li symmetric cells. Glass fiber separators were used to enhance the contrast between separator/cycled Li/bulk Li interphases. The detailed cell configuration is shown in Fig. S10 (ESI†). Cells using both bare Li and Li@Gr10 were cycled 10 times before observation. As shown in Fig. 4b, in a 1 × 1 mm² area, an obvious layer of cycled Li (highlighted by red colour) accumulated on the ‘pothole’ surface of bare Li after repeated plating and stripping. The cycled Li has a high surface area which reacts readily with the electrolyte, leading to a distinct phase contrast with the bulk Li surface. The reacted Li layer can be also observed on the surface of the glass fiber separator (Fig. S11, ESI†). Due to the excellent mechanical properties and the regulated Li plating/stripping enabled by the gradient coating, the surface of Li@Gr10 remains smooth with a well-defined boundary between the separator and the electrode (Fig. 4c). The X-ray CT results also illustrate that the side reactions between Li and electrolytes are effectively suppressed by the gradient coating and less reacted Li is observed. In the gradient coating, the inorganic Zn component serves as nucleation sites to guide the Li deposition, and the organic polyurea component serves as a protective barrier to suppress the dendrite growth and side reaction. To understand the evolution of the SEI component before and after electrochemical cycling, Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was conducted for the distribution of elements along the depth on the surface of Li@Gr10 as shown in Fig. 4d.32 The signals of bulk Li and signals of C, N, O, and Zn elements from the composition of Li@Gr10 can be clearly observed in Fig. 4e. In the fitting results for the depth profile (Fig. 4f), the sharp decrease at ~22 nm of the elements from coating (C, N, O, and Zn) indicated the coating thickness. The depth profile of Zn is enlarged in Fig. 4g, and it shows a consistent trend with the TOF-SIMS profile. After 10 plating/stripping cycles on Li@Gr10, RBS results showed that the content from gradient coating, including N and Zn, are well preserved, while the additional signals from F and P were attributed to the LiPF₆ from the electrolyte (Fig. 4i). The total amount of Zn could be calculated by integrating its peak intensity. Promisingly, even after repeated electrochemical cycling, the total amount of Zn in the gradient coating underwent almost no decrease (Fig. 4h). In the fitted depth profile, it is shown that the thickness of SEI was increased compared to Li@Gr10 before cycling (Fig. 4j), which is due to the newly formed fluorinated species similar to what was observed in our previous work.30 In the enlarged depth profile (Fig. 4k), the distribution of Zn still followed a gradually increasing gradient within 20 nm on the surface. More interestingly, a significant concentration of Zn migrated deeper into the bulk Li after repeated Li plating/stripping.

Fig. 4  (a) Schematic of synchrotron-based X-ray tomography for cells after cycling. 3D renderings for the symmetric cells after electrochemical cycling using (b) bare Li and (c) Li@Gr10 (‘reacted Li’ is highlighted by red colour). The lengths of scale bars are 200 μm. (d) An illustration of RBS for Li@Gr10. (e) RBS spectra of Li@Gr10 and (f) the corresponding fitted profile with (g) a zoom-in depth profile for Zn. (h) The integrated intensities for Zn peaks in Li@Gr10 before and after cycling. (i) RBS spectra of Li@Gr10 after cycling and (j) the corresponding fitted profile with (k) the zoom-in depth profile for Zn.
A similar phenomenon in the Ag–C composite where Ag particles became mobile after Li plating/stripping has also been reported recently.\textsuperscript{39} The change of Zn distribution may be owing to the fact that Zn is more energetically favoured to be dissolved in Li during Li plating.\textsuperscript{40} The strong adsorption between Zn sites and single Li atom in the Li plating process has been previously confirmed by density functional theory (DFT).\textsuperscript{41} Therefore, the migration of Zn in our study may be attributed to the synchronic movement with Li during the plating which happens after the adsorption. The underlying reason for Zn migration upon electrochemical cycling still needs further investigation.

It is well known that the stability of the SEI is one of the most important factors that influence the Coulombic efficiency (CE) of the electrode. To further evaluate the effect of the gradient coating on the cycling performance, CE measurements were carried out for Li–Cu cells using Li foil as the counter electrode and Cu with or without gradient coating as the working electrode. 1 M bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) dissolved in DME/DOL (1:1 v/v) with 1 wt% LiNO\textsubscript{3} was used as electrolyte for the testing. The results under a current density at 1 mA cm\textsuperscript{-2} for a capacity of 0.5 mA h cm\textsuperscript{-2} are shown in Fig. 5a. The cell using bare Cu initially achieved a high CE at \(\approx 98\%\) for 70 cycles but decreased significantly to below 50\% after 100 cycles. The poor cycling stability indicates an unstable SEI and continuous side reactions between Li and the electrolyte. The cell using Cu@Gr10, on the other hand, exhibited superior cycling stability with a high CE at \(\approx 98\%\) for 350 cycles. The improved CE with a prolonged cycling life is attributed to the unique effects of the gradient coating in regulating the Li plating/stripping and suppression of side reactions between Li and electrolyte. When testing at a higher capacity of 2 mA h cm\textsuperscript{-2}, Cu@Gr10 still showed a higher average CE than bare Li without noticeable decrease throughout the testing (Fig. 5b). We also performed electrochemical testing at a higher current density of 2 mA cm\textsuperscript{-2} (Fig. 5c). In this case the bare Cu could not maintain a constant CE over 90\%, whereas a stable CE \(\approx 97\%\) was still achieved during the test for Cu@Gr10 with a small overpotential of \(\sim 42\) mV (Fig. S12, ESI\textsuperscript{†}). After plating 1 mA h cm\textsuperscript{-2} of Li, SEM was conducted on both bare Cu and Cu@Gr10 to understand how the gradient coating can affect the Li plating behavior. As shown in Fig. 5d, there are plenty of needle-like Li dendrites growing on the bare Cu with non-uniform deposition. By contrast, Cu@Gr10 exhibited a granular morphology (Fig. 5e), indicating that the gradient coating can facilitate a controlled Li deposition due to its lithiophilic sites at the Cu interface and an insulating polymer layer on the outermost surface.

To demonstrate the application of the gradient coating in next-generation lithium metal batteries, we assembled Li–O\textsubscript{2} batteries using Li@Gr10 as the anode. The air electrode was a previously reported self-assembly of Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanowires and carbon nanotubes (CNTs) composite film (Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}/CNTs film) loaded with RuO\textsubscript{2} nanoparticles (Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}/CNTs–RuO\textsubscript{2} film).\textsuperscript{42} Fig. S13 (ESI\textsuperscript{†}) showed the SEM images of the Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4}/CNTs–RuO\textsubscript{2} film. Mn\textsubscript{3}O\textsubscript{4} nanowires with a diameter of 50–100 nm are interconnected to form a porous network. CNTs with an average diameter of \(\sim 30\) nm are distributed uniformly in the composite film. Fig. 6a presents the cycling performances of the Li–O\textsubscript{2} cells assembled with bare Li and Li@Gr10. The Li–O\textsubscript{2} system with a gradient coating exhibited outstanding stability for more than 1500 hours. The CE for bare Li starts dropping after 250 charge/discharge cycles owing to its high polarization, whereas the CE for Li@Gr10 can be maintained for more than 350 cycles, as shown in Fig. 6b. In the detailed voltage profiles for the 250th and 300th cycles, the cell using Li@Gr10 showed significantly decreased overpotential compared with that of
bare Li (Fig. 6c and d). Therefore, our result demonstrates that the MLD gradient coating can effectively suppress the degradation of Li metal owing to the oxygen species crossover and dendritic growth in the Li–O₂ system. Moreover, lithium iron phosphate (LFP) was also paired with the protected Li to evaluate the performance of Li–LFP full batteries (Fig. 6e). The mass loading of LFP is 4.7 mg cm⁻² and the cycling rate was 1C (170 mA g⁻¹). The discharge capacity of the Li–LFP cell using bare Li dropped dramatically from 141.1 mA h g⁻¹ to 32.7 mA h g⁻¹ in 300 cycles with a capacity retention of only 23.2%. Promisingly, in 300 cycles the cell with Li@Gr10 showed an initial discharge capacity of 146.2 mA h g⁻¹ and still delivered 116.2 mA h g⁻¹ with a capacity retention of ~79.5%. After 350 cycles, the capacity was 113.0 mA h g⁻¹ corresponding to a retention of 77.3%, whereas only 22.7 mA h g⁻¹ was remained for bare Li. The polarization after 200 cycles was significantly reduced in the Li–LFP cell using coated Li compared to the cell which used bare Li (Fig. S14, ESI†). The cycling performance of both Li–O₂ and Li–LFP batteries demonstrated the potential of the gradient coating for Li metal batteries. The modification of electrode/electrolyte interphase is of great importance for the improvement of cycling performance.⁴⁻³ Therefore, we believe that the concept of gradient coating can be extended beyond the Li metal anode. For example, the instability of the cathode-electrolyte interphase and cathode cracking can be potentially alleviated by design of functional coatings.

**Conclusion**

To conclude, a functional hybrid inorganic–organic coating with a highly controllable gradient structure fabricated by MLD can effectively stabilize the Li metal anode. The electronically insulating outer surface of the coating can confine the electro-deposition of Li beneath the film, and the lithiophilic sites in the inner layers can regulate the Li nucleation and deposition. As a result, the life span of the Li metal anode in symmetric cell cycling at a high current of 6 mA cm⁻² is significantly prolonged by 3-fold using the MLD gradient coating. Moreover, the CE in Li–Cu cells can be maintained at
~ 98% for 350 cycles without any noticeable decrease. SEM characterization revealed a smooth plating/stripping process owing to this functional artificial SEI. Promisingly, the Li–O₂ batteries protected by the gradient coating exhibited ultra-long cycling for more than 1500 hours as a demonstration of next generation LMBs. This work provides a novel solution and deep insight into the design of artificial SEIs for highly stable Li metal anodes.

Experimental section
Procedure of MLD coatings
A GEMstar-8 ALD system coupled with an argon-filled glovebox was used to prepare the polyurea coatings. The film growth was monitored in situ by a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) from the Eon-Lt processing system (Colnatec). The oxygen and water in the glovebox were maintained with a sub-ppm level. The Li foils with a thickness of ~250 µm were obtained from China Energy Lithium Co. Ltd and placed in the glove box. Three precursors, diethyl zinc (DEZ), ethylenediamine (ED), and 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate (PDIC) were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. All the precursors were put in stainless steel containers to prevent their degradation under ambient air and moisture. DEZ and ED were held at room temperature for the whole MLD process, whereas PDIC was heated and held at 90 °C for a sufficient vapor pressure. Argon was introduced as a carrier gas to deliver precursor vapors and was also used for purging. The temperature of the chamber was kept at 65 °C in a vacuum with a pressure at ~900 mTorr. Pure PU was deposited by pulsing ED and PDIC alternatively. The MLD PU procedure for a single MLD cycle is described by the sequence of 0.1/50/1/50 s for ED pulse/purge/PDIC pulse/purge steps. The DEZ precursor was introduced into the PU process to fabricate the hybrid PU (HPU) coating. The procedure for a single MLD HPU cycle was 0.2/50/0.1/50/1/50/0.1/50 s for DEZ pulse/purge/ED pulse/purge/PDIC pulse/purge/ED pulse/purge. Low concentration HPU was prepared by introducing one DEZ pulse in a total of 8 pulses in PU. The gradient coating is deposited by first depositing HPU, followed by a low concentration HPU and finally depositing PU on Li, and the reversed gradient coating was deposited by reversing this sequence.

Electrochemical measurements
Both electrodes were Li foils or MLD coated Li foils for the assembly of symmetric cells in the glovebox. The cell cases were 2032-type coin cells and the separators were cut from a Celgard 2400 polypropylene membrane. The electrolyte for symmetric cells was 50 µL of 1 M LiPF₆ dissolved in a 1 : 1 : 1 volume ratio of ethylene carbonate (EC) : diethyl carbonate (DEC) : dimethyl carbonate (DMC). Li/Cu cells were assembled for coulombic efficiency (CE) testing, in which Li foils were counter electrodes and Cu foils with or without MLD coatings were working electrodes. The electrolyte for CE measurements was 1 M lithium bis-(tri-fluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in 1 : 1 of 1,3-dioxolane (DOL) and 1,2-dimethoxyethane (DME) with 1 wt% of LiNO₃. In each cycle of the CE measurement, a capacity of 0.5–2 mA h cm⁻² was first used to electrochemically plate Li on Cu foil and then the electrode was fully stripped back to Li by setting a cut-off voltage at 1 V. Li–O₂ batteries were assembled using a Swagelok-type cell in 1 atm and 1 M LiClO₄ in tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME) was the electrolyte for Li–O₂ batteries. The RuO₂ catalyst loaded air electrode film was prepared following the method we previously reported.42

Material characterization
The morphologies of Li electrodes were observed on a Hitachi 3400N environmental scanning electron microscope (SEM). The Li foils after plating/stripping cycles were carefully taken out after the batteries were disassembled in the glovebox. Li foils were washed with dimethyl carbonate (DMC) several times to remove the residual Li salts. The surface chemistry of the Li metal anodes was characterized by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha with an Al Kα X-ray source. TOF-SIMS was conducted on TOF-SIMS IV (ION-TOF GmbH, Germany) with a 25 keV i³⁺ primary ion beam. 3 keV Cs⁺ ions were used to sputter the surface of Li and generate negative secondary ions. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry was performed using a 2.5 MeV He⁺ beam (Western Tandetron Facility) for Li metal anodes. The anodes were transferred carefully using an Ar-filled glove bag to minimize the chance of exposure to air. An Sb-implanted amorphous Si sample with a known Sb content of 4.82 × 10¹⁷ atoms per cm² was measured for calibration. Synchrotron X-ray computed tomography was conducted at the Biomedical Imaging and Therapy (BMIT) bending magnet beamline at the Canadian Light Source (CLS). Imaging was performed using a Mo-filtered white beam with a mean incident energy of 19 keV. The battery samples were placed at a distance of 0.14 m from the detector. The detector is composed of a 200 µm YAG scintillator with a PCO edge 5.5 CMOS camera. The 3D reconstructions of the images were performed using UFO-KIT software with post-processing conducted using Dragonfly software.
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